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4.4 Investigate Triangles and Congruence
M AT E R I A L S • graphing calculator or computer

QUESTION

Can you prove triangles are congruent by SSA?

You can use geometry drawing software to show that if two sides and
a nonincluded angle of one triangle are congruent to two sides and a
nonincluded angle of another triangle, the triangles are not necessarily
congruent.

EXAMPLE

Draw two triangles
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Draw‹ a› line Draw points A and C. Draw

]

line AC . Then choose point B so that ∠ BAC
is acute. Draw }
AB.
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Draw a circle Draw a circle with center
‹]›
at B so that the circle intersects AC at
two points. Label the points D and E.
Draw }
BD and }
BE. Save as “EXAMPLE”.

STEP 3 Use your drawing

Explain why }
BD > }
BE. In n ABD and n ABE, what other sides are congruent?
AB > }
AB ; ∠ BAD > ∠ BAE.
What angles are congruent? They are radii of the same circle; }

PRACTICE
1. Explain how your drawing shows that n ABD À n ABE. }
DA is not congruent to }
EA .

‹]›

2. Change the diameter of your circle so that it intersects AC in only one

2. Since n ABD is a right
point. Measure ∠ BDA. Explain why there is exactly one triangle you can triangle, the HypotenuseLeg Congruence Theorem
draw with the measures AB, BD, and a 908 angle at ∠ BDA.
guarantees that any triangle
3. Explain why your results show that SSA cannot be used to show that two with these dimensions will
triangles are congruent but that HL can. The activity shows that SSA can
also be congruent to n ABD.
yield two non-congruent triangles but that HL results in only one triangle.
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